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Abstract. During the using of 3D mesh, the different LOD meshes are needed for a same model. This 

paper presents an algorithm of 3D mesh reconstructing based on the rendering pipeline. This 

algorithm bases the pipeline, performs the coordinate transform and records the original coordinates 

of the mesh during the vertex shader. It interpolates the vertex’s 3D coordinates of every pixel in the 

rasterization. During the pixel shader, it extracts the visible pixels through the depth testing, and then 

outputs the corresponding 3D coordinates. According to the relative position between the pixels, it 

connects the 3D vertices together to make a triangle mesh for the current view. The result LOD mesh 

can be obtained by merging these triangle meshes for different views. The experiments show that the 

algorithm is effective, speedy and convenient for adjusting the LOD. 

Introduction 

Recently, the applications of virtual reality become more and more, so the rendering of the virtual 

object’s mesh is necessary in the scene. As higher as people require the fidelity of the virtual scene, 

the more details are needed to be rendered. In a scene with many objects, when the angle or the 

distance of the view are changed, the same object should be rendered in a different size region, which 

occupies different amount pixels. In order to enhance the efficiency, it’s better use low LOD mesh, 

when the occupied pixels are less, so the less vertices are operated, the faster it renders. On the other 

way, it’s better use high LOD mesh for enhancing the details in the more occupied pixels. So the 

different LOD meshes for a same object are needed to be constructed. 

In order to obtain different LOD meshes of a model, users probably base on a mesh with normal 

granularity, gain other LOD meshes with other algorithms. Some simplify methods can easily create 

the meshes with lower LOD. [1] presented a greedy approach to simplify those regions which are 

enriched with number of triangles. [2] made a survey on the most notable available algorithm, which 

included an overview of iterative edge contraction algorithms. Some subdivide methods can easily 

create the meshes with higher LOD. In [3], a new stationary subdivision scheme was presented which 

performs slower topological refinement than the usual dyadic split operation. [4,5] have implemented 

the subdivision through spline surfaces and piecewise smooth surfaces. But when users want not only 

the lower ones, but also the higher ones, it is necessary to be familiar with both kinds of methods, and 

exchange between them frequently. 

As the computing of GPU becomes stronger, more and more computations, especially those 

parallel-able computations, apply GPU for gaining more performance. [6] demonstrated a mesh 

decimation method, adopted a vertex-clustering method to GPU by taking advantage of the geometry 

shader stage. It presented a novel general-purpose data structure designed for streaming architectures. 

In this paper, we presents a 3D mesh reconstructing algorithm based on the rendering pipeline. 

Focus on adjusting LOD, it does an LOD decision method through the view distance, which can carry 

out visually. During the computation, it applies the rendering pipeline of GPU, create the target mesh 

quickly with the GPU’s parallel computing. The main contributions are as following. 

(1) Record the coordinates of the mesh’s vertices through an A32B32G32R32 format texture; 

(2) According to the angle of the view, generate the 3D vertices and arrange them in an order like 

texture’s pixels, which make it easy to organize them into a mesh. 
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The rest parts of the paper are arranged as: Section 2 reviews the traditional methods to create 

different LOD meshes; Section 3 illustrates the main idea of the algorithm in this paper; Section 4 

introduces the normal progress of the rendering pipeline; Section 5 presents how to reconstruct the 

mesh based the rendering pipeline in detail, and how to implement the algorithm, including the vertex 

shader and the pixel shader; some experiments using this algorithm are shown in the Section 6. At last, 

Section 7 makes a conclusion and discusses the future about it. 

Traditional LOD Mesh Reconstructions 

When the LOD requirement is lower than the original one, it means that the new LOD mesh is a 

simpler version of the original one. In order to make the new one is as similar as the original one, 

many simplifications apply the Eq. 1 to obtain a new vertex during simplifying. 

L(u,v) = min Dist(S,S(L(u,v))),                                                                                                (1) 

while S is the original mesh; u and v are the parameterize coordinates on S; L(u,v) is a new vertex 

about the area around (u,v), which is used to preplace a group of vertices, edges or patches on S; 

S(L(u,v)) is the interval mesh that is obtained through using L(u,v), and the distance function Dist is 

used to calculate the difference between S and S(L(u,v)). Usually, the function bases on local area. 

Different simplifications provide different distance functions. 

When the LOD requirements are higher than the original one, it seems that the mesh need 

subdividing. In order to let the refined result be similar to the original one, many subdivisions apply 

the Eq. 2 to generate the new vertex. 

H(u,v) = Interpolate(S,u,v),                                                                                                (2) 

while the subdivide function Interpolate would do the interpolation based on the area around (u,v), to 

generate the new vertex H(u,v). 

The computation in the Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, often directly use the local vertex data of the original mesh, 

to produce the new vertex for the corresponding area. The final result of the two kinds of methods is a 

new mesh T, and make T and S be similar, while T accepts the special LOD requirement. 

The Main Idea of the Algorithm 

If there has been a mesh T accepting the requirement, the next work is only to sample T through (u,v). 

Fortunately, when the model is shown to the user, GPU has implemented the function that created a 

view mesh Ti, which viewed the T through the current view angle. So, T can be generated by merging 

the Tis together, which are created quickly by GPU’s rendering. In this way, the main idea of our 

algorithm follow through the Eq. 3. 

Ti = View(S,i),      (i=1,…,n), 

T = Merge({Ti}),  (i=1,…,n),                                                                                                          (3) 

while the function View is to create the view mesh Ti, which view the original mesh S through the ith 

view angle; n is the amount of the view angle according to the real condition; the function Merge 

generates the new mesh T through merging all view meshes. 

Our algorithm seems to parameterize a mesh, and then sample it based on a special interval. But be 

different to the traditional parameter method, it directly parameterizes through the projection during 

rendering, to make the result be same to the original mesh from the view angle. The advantages of our 

algorithm are as following: 

(1) Simply operating: only adjust the view port to specify the LOD; 

(2) Speedy: based on the rendering pipeline, generate the target mesh in the interactive time; 
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(3) High similarity: the view of new result is same to the magnifying result of the original model. 

Rendering Pipeline 

As the basic procedure of the rendering pipeline of the computer display, let the world transform 

matrix of the object be W, view transform matrix be V, project transform matrix P, and the matrix 

magnifying to the screen be E, organize the vertex coordinates of S into matrix, named by S too, so let 

the new mesh be SE in the screen space transformed from the original S, through Eq. 4. 

SE = S*W*V*P,                                                                                                             (4) 

Anyway, the LOD of SE is still same to S at this time. In order to generate the mesh with a special 

LOD, the user should specify a LOD for the special application. In the real life, the farer the user 

leaves the object, the lower LOD is required, vice versa. Directly, our method supports users to decide 

the LOD through adjusting the distance away the object. In the Fig. 1, user can adjust the distance 

away the car, and then decide how many pixels would be occupied by the car. The less of pixels as Fig. 

1 (a),  the lower LOD; the more of pixels as Fig. 1 (c), the higher LOD. 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1: Decide the LOD through adjusting the view distance. 

Next, according to the size of the view port and the distance, the LOD sampling is applied. The 

rasterization of GPU is applied through the Eq. 5 to obtain the sample result SR. 

SR = Rasterize (SE),                                                                                                             (5) 

while the function Rasterize means to rasterize SE based on the current view port, and obtain the pixel 

set SR.  

During the implement of the function Rasterize, it likes the function Interpolate in Eq. 2, to 

compute the new vertex’s position through vertex interpolation. This makes sure the similarity of SR 

and SE. On the other way, the function Rasterize is different to the function Interpolate, to generate 

the different LOD vertex set, which is on the surface that is made of the visual parts of the object in the 

current view. The vertices sheltered from others would be filtered out during the depth testing. 

Mesh Reconstructing Based on the Rendering Pipeline 

Mesh Reconstructing. GPU’s rendering pipeline can quickly finished the computations of Eq. 4 and 

Eq. 5, which generates SR. But the coordinates of the target mesh should be in the coordinate space of 

the original mesh S. It means that SR should be restored as a mesh S’ in the original space, which can 

be computed by Eq. 6. 

S‘ = SR*P
-1

*V
-1

*W
-1

.                                                                                                             (6) 

If the restoring can be moved before the function Rasterize, the original S is passed into Rasterize. 

It would save many performance. Unfortunately, Rasterize could not compute on the vertices in the 

object space. A good news for us is that GPU supports to attach textures to a mesh, with which every 

vertex can attach one or more texture pixel colors. During the vertex transforming, the pixel colors do 

not be transformed, but Rasterize can interpolate the texture color value according to the coordinates. 

And almost display cards support the texture format A32B32G32R32 now. The pixel of this kind of 

texture can contain the normal 3D coordinates of one vertex. So, in order to skip the restoring, this 
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algorithm attaches an A32B32G32R32 texture to SE, and the pixel’s values are the coordinates of the 

corresponding vertex of S. In this way, the computation about transforming and restoring can be 

replaced by Eq. 7. 

(SR, SN) = Rasterize((SE, SE.T)), 

SE.T = S,                                                                                                                                        (7) 

while (SE, SE.T) is an SE with the texture SE.T, the values of SE.T come from the coordinates of S. 

After rasterization, SN is the vertex set in the object space. SR is the result sampling from SE, and SN 

is the corresponding result sampling from S. 

Viewing from the current angle, SN is a vertex set, which are arranged likes pixels in a texture. 

Connecting the neighbor vertices can construct a triangle mesh. If constructing with a background 

plane, which is a plane farer than the object, or the object’s bounding box, a mesh Ti for the current 

view angle can be generated. For different models, users can construct for different angles, and then 

obtain all angle’s Ti. Usually, it can be constructed according to the normal of six faces of the 

bounding box. And then, merging the meshes together to make the new LOD mesh for the object. For 

those objects not convex, it may construct more Tis. 

Implementing the Algorithm. The application illustrating the results in this paper is developed with 

Microsoft’s Direct3D library. Eq. 4 and Eq. 7 are implemented in the vertex shader. The detail 

procedure is the function VertDepth. 

void VertDepth(float4 S:POSITION, out float4 SE:POSITION, out float4 SE_T:TEXCOORD1) 

{    SE = mul(S, W);    SE = mul(SE, V);    SE = mul(SE, P);    SE_T = S; } 

while SE_T that is SE.T in Eq. 7, is the texture pixel whose value is equal to the original coordinates of 

the corresponding vertex. The raterization and sampling in Eq. 7 are carried on through GPU’s default 

rasterization function and the pixel shader. The default rasterization is not dicussed here. The 

procedure of the pixel shader is the function PixDepth. 

void PixDepth(float4 SE_T : TEXCOORD1, out float4 SN : COLOR) 

{    SN = SE_T; } 

It’s a note that the semantic of the output SE_T in VerDepth is TEXCOORD1, the one in PixDepth 

should be same. It’s the rule to pass the right value. The PixDepth only outputs SN, but not SR, 

because a pixel shader only outputs one color. And the method’s target is to generate the coordinates 

for constructing the new mesh, not for displaying. If user wants to display the object, it can be 

rendered again in a normal way. 

Experiments 

The application has been used to construct some meshes for objects. Fig. 2 has shown the results for a 

sphere object. (a) is the original model; (b) is the lower LOD Ti, which only shows the surface 

constructed by the vertices of SN, without the background or the bounding box for clearly (the same 

for the later); (c) is the higher LOD Ti; (d) is the another view of (c) from another angle; (e) is the  

result merging two Tis. 

The result of the sphere shows that for a mesh, our method can efficiently create its different LOD 

meshes, and keep similar to the original one. Note that the boundary of the obtained mesh is not 

regular, because the object covers itself during viewing. 

     
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 

Figure 2: Reconstructing the sphere’s mesh. 
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The method has been used on more complex model, and also obtain a good result as Fig. 3. (a) and 

(c) are the two views of the original model. (b) and (d) are the meshes constructing from the car’s front 

and back. In order to see them clearly, they are shown with rotating an angle. The result shows that it’s 

similar the original one, and the vertex density is controllable. 

    

(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 3: Reconstructing the car’s mesh. 

For the performance, the VertDepth and the PixDepth described above show that the algorithm is 

simple. The VertDepth only contains the ordinary world transform, view transform and project 

transform. The PixDepth only transfers the coordinate data. When the rendering finishes, the vertex 

set is generated for the corresponding view angle. Because the vertices in the set are arranged 

regularly like image’s pixels, the mesh can be constructed in linear time. 

Conclusions 

This paper present a 3D mesh reconstructing algorithm based on the rendering pipeline. It uses a novel 

vertex shader and pixel shader, makes the rendering result be a vertex set corresponding the view 

angle. The vertex set is arranged as an image, easily to construct a view mesh. With the view meshes 

from some different angles, a new mesh can be generated by merging them. The LOD of the new 

mesh is decided by the view distance, so the LOD can be easily specified. The experiments show that 

the algorithm is efficient and fast. Anyway, there are some shortages in it now. For example, the side 

faces of the view mesh sometimes include some long and thin triangles, which may not put out the 

original model. Our future work would focus on them. 
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